Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of motor cortex produces a series of descending 29 volleys known as D-(direct) and I-(indirect) waves. In the present study, we questioned 30
Introduction
waves. To test our idea about the dissection of D-and I-waves with H-reflexes, we used TMS 84 parameters that have previously been shown to have selective effects on recruitment of 85 different D-and I-waves, and assessed whether we could see the same characteristic 86 changes in H-reflex facilitation. 87 D-and early I-waves have been shown to be modulated by altering TMS current direction 88 and stimulation intensity. A posterior-anterior (PA) directed TMS pulse tends to recruit I1 89 waves at threshold intensity, whereas an anterior-posterior (AP) directed pulse tends to 90 recruit only later I-waves (Di Lazzaro et al. 2001a; Di Lazzaro et al. 2001c) . Furthermore, AP 91 pulses especially with higher TMS intensity were more likely to recruit D-waves than PA 92 pulses (Di Lazzaro et al. 2001c ). According to these findings, we would expect a smaller H-93 reflex facilitation at the arrival time of the I1 wave at the spinal level with AP than PA 94 stimulation. Further, we would expect the first H-reflex facilitation to occur earlier with higher 95 intensity AP pulses than with PA pulses. 96
To investigate the contribution of later I-waves to recruitment of spinal motoneurones with 97 spinal H-reflexes, we applied a known paired-pulse protocol termed short interval 98 intracortical inhibition (SICI), consisting of a subthreshold conditioning TMS pulse followed 2 99 to 5 ms later by a suprathreshold test TMS pulse (Kujirai et al. 1993 ). SICI was shown to 100 suppress later I-waves but leaves earlier I-waves unchanged (Di Lazzaro et al. 2000; Di 101 likely that the mechanism of late H-reflex facilitation differs from that of early H-reflex 111
facilitation. 112 113

Materials and methods 114
Experiments and subjects 115
We performed two sets of experiments. In the first, we investigated the effect of TMS coil 116 orientation (AP/PA) and TMS intensity, while in the second we applied SICI. In both sets, we 117 collected separate measurements for the upper limb muscle FCR and for the lower limb 118 muscle SOL. Thus, there were four types of experimental sessions, APPA_FCR (N = 15), 119 APPA_SOL (N = 15), SICI_FCR (N = 17), and SICI_SOL (N = 16). In APPA experiments, all 120 subjects (N = 15) participated in both FCR and SOL measurements. In SICI experiments, 121 many of the subjects (N = 9) participated in both the FCR and SOL measurements. The FCR 122 and SOL measurements in those subjects were conducted on different days with a minimum 123 of 48 hours in between measurements. The order of measurements was randomized across 124
subjects. 125
All participants were young (aged between 23 and 27 years), healthy, and had no 126 contraindications to TMS (Rossi et al. 2009 ). All participants gave written informed consent to 127 the procedures, which were approved by the local ethics committee of the Albert-Ludwigs-128 optimum site was found, a self-adhesive cathode (Blue sensor P, Ambu®, Bad Nauheim, 166
Germany) was fixed at this site. 167
We determined the maximum H-reflex (Hmax) and the maximum M-wave (Mmax) after 168
recording an H/M recruitment curve at the beginning and at the end of an experiment. Hmax 169
and Mmax values obtained at the beginning of the experiment were required for setting the 170
PNS intensity when recording conditioned H-reflexes (see "Conditioned H-reflexes by TMS"). 171 172
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 173
Single-pulse and paired-pulse TMS were applied over the contralateral M1 hand/arm area 174 (experiments on FCR) and leg area (experiments on SOL) using a Magstim® 200 2 stimulator 175 with a BiStim unit (Magstim® Company Ltd., Whitland, UK) and a 70-mm figure-of-eight 176 batwing coil for experiments APPA_FCR, APPA_SOL, SICI_SOL, and a 50-mm figure-of-177 eight coil for experiment SICI_FCR. The reason for using a smaller coil was that we 178 performed SICI experiments after completing APPA experiments, and only after the APPA 179 experiments realized that a 50-mm coil, producing a more focal stimulation, is sufficient for 180 our purpose. The handle of the coil was mounted to a stand that was positioned on top of the 181 chair (Manfrotto® Magic Arm, Lino Manfrotto & Co, Cassola, Italy). Brainsight TMS 182 navigation (Brainsight 2®, Rogue Research, Montreal, Canada) was used to monitor the 183 position of the coil relative to the skull to ensure that the set coil position remained the same 184 throughout all stimulations. 185
The optimum site for evoking motor evoked potentials (MEPs) was determined by a mapping 186 procedure. The optimum was defined as the site where clear MEPs could be evoked with the 187 lowest possible stimulation intensity. For FCR, the coil was held tangentially on the scalp at 188
an angle approximately 45° to the mid-sagittal plane with the handle pointing laterally and 189 posteriorly (inducing a PA directed current). For SOL, the coil was placed tangentially on the 190 scalp, the handle pointed posteriorly at an angle of 0° with respect to the midline (inducing a 191 maximum stimulator output, MSO) required to evoke MEPs of ~50 µV in at least three out of 194 five consecutive trials applied at the same intensity (Rossini et al. 1994) . In experiments 195 APPA_FCR and APPA_SOL, resting motor thresholds (RMT) were determined separately for 196 PA and AP stimulation. For the AP condition, the position of the coil was identical but rotated 197 by 180°. 198
199
Conditioned H-reflexes by TMS 200
Conditioning of H-reflexes with TMS was applied in accordance with previous studies (e.g. 201 et al., 1993; Leukel et al., 2012) . Two stimuli were applied together: PNS and TMS. 202
Nielsen
The objective of this technique is to promote coincidence of TMS-induced activity and 203 afferent activity by PNS at the spinal level (see Figure 1 A). Therefore, PNS was applied 204 relative to TMS with different temporal delays, termed interstimulus intervals (ISIs). Negative 205
ISIs indicate that PNS precedes TMS and positive ISIs indicate the opposite. 206
The combination of TMS and PNS produces a conditioned H-reflex. The TMS-induced 207 activity triggers a changed recruitment of spinal motoneurones compared to recruitment of 208 spinal motoneurones from PNS alone (see Figure 1B) . 209
When both TMS and PNS are applied at the same time, the fastest corticospinal volley 210 typically recruits FCR and SOL spinal motoneurones earlier than recruitment from afferent 211 fibres. The time interval when the earliest arriving synaptic input from the descending 212 corticospinal volley coincides with the earliest arriving synaptic input from afferent volleys at 213 the spinal level has been termed "early facilitation" in previous studies (e.g. Leukel et al. 214 SOL), in 1 ms steps, were tested in the present study. The range of ISIs for SOL was 217 selected based on our experience (Taube et al., 2011; Leukel et al., 2012; Leukel et al., 218 2015; Taube et al., 2015) that the early facilitation occurs at around ISI -3 ms ( 2 ms) in 219 most of the subjects. Thus, this range of ISIs with the most negative ISI at -5 ms allows to 220 detect the early facilitation. For FCR, based on a lack of prior experience with this muscle,we decided to include more negative ISIs for testing, and additionally used ISIs -7 ms and -6 222 ms (in experiments APPA), and ISI -6 ms (in experiments SICI), respectively. For all 223 measurements, electrical stimulation was adjusted at an intensity to evoke H-reflexes of 15 224 to 25% of the respective Mmax (Crone et al., 1990) , on the upsloping part of the H/M 225 recruitment curve. For experiments APPA and SICI, TMS was applied at suprathreshold and 226 subthreshold intensity (see "conditioned H-reflex protocols"). 227
228
Short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) 229
In experiments SICI_FCR and SICI_SOL, SICI was combined with H-reflexes. This means a 230 second, subthreshold TMS pulse (S1) was included which preceded the suprathreshold TMS 231 pulse (S2) used for H-reflex conditioning (both with PA current direction). S1 preceded S2 by 232 2.5 ms (see Figure 1C) . 233
The intensity of the conditioning S1 pulse was determined by a testing procedure that was 234 performed before recording conditioned H-reflexes. This test procedure consisted of several 235 blocks of trials. In each block, S2 alone and the combination of S1 and S2 with a delay of 2.5 236 ms (SICI 2.5 ) were applied in a randomized order. Twenty MEPs (10 for S2 alone, 10 for 237 SICI 2.5 ) were recorded in each block. The pause between successive trials was 4 s. The 238 stimulation intensity for S1 was varied in-between blocks, ranging from 55% of RMT to 80% 239 of RMT. The objective of this testing procedure was to find the highest decreasing effect of 240 S1 on the MEP size produced by S2. The stimulation intensity of S1 producing the maximum 241 reduction of the S2 MEP was used for H-reflex conditioning (see Table 1) . 242
243
Conditioned H-reflex protocols 244
For experiments APPA_FCR and APPA_SOL: Conditioned H-reflexes at each ISI were 245 recorded 15 times with 110% and also 90% RMT (both with PA and AP coil orientation). 246
Unconditioned H-reflexes (for PA and AP conditions, respectively) and unconditioned MEPs 247 (PA and AP, both with 110% and 90% RMT) were also recorded 15 times. All parameters 248 were tested at once, in a pseudo-randomized design, to avoid biased results by changes inbasic parameters like the H-reflex size and/or possible interference effects induced by the 250 different conditions. We applied 15 recording blocks for each coil orientation. One recording 251 block consisted of randomized testing of conditioned H-reflexes at all ISIs (1 x each ISI) with 252 both stimulation intensities plus control parameters (1 x unconditioned H-reflex and 1 x 253 unconditioned MEPs) with a given coil orientation (PA and AP). Five continuous recording 254 blocks with PA and AP stimulation were performed alternatingly. We started either with PA or 255 AP stimulation in a pseudorandomized order. The delay between subsequent stimuli was 256 always 4 s to avoid changes in post activation depression of the H-reflex (Crone and Nielsen 257
1989). 258
For experiments SICI_FCR and SICI_SOL: Conditioned H-reflexes at each ISI were 259 recorded 15 times for each of the three different conditions: S2 stimulation (baseline 260 condition), S1 stimulation, and S1/S2 combined stimulation (SICI delay of 2.5 ms). 261
Unconditioned H-reflexes and MEPs (S2 stimulation, S1 stimulation, SICI) were also 262 recorded 15 times. All parameters were tested at once, in a pseudo-randomized design, to 263 avoid biased results by changes in basic parameters like the H-reflex size and/or possible 264 interference effects induced by the different conditions. We applied 15 recording blocks. One 265 recording block consisted of randomized testing of conditioned H-reflexes at all ISIs (1 x 266 each ISI with S2 stimulation, S1 stimulation, SICI) plus control parameters (1 x unconditioned 267 H-reflex and 1 x MEPs (from S2 stimulation, S1 stimulation, SICI). The delay between 268 subsequent stimuli was always 4 s to avoid changes in post activation depression of the H-269
reflex (Crone and Nielsen 1989). 270 271
Data analysis 272
Peak-to-peak amplitudes of all electrophysiological responses were calculated from the 273 unrectified FCR and SOL EMG. 274
We identified the early facilitation in each experiment for the baseline conditioned H-reflex 275 curve (APPA experiments: PA 110% RMT; SICI experiments: S2 stimulation). We thereforeconsecutive negative ISIs (e.g. for SOL: -5 ms vs. -4 ms, -4 ms vs. -3 ms, …), and between 278 conditioned H-reflexes at all negative ISIs and the unconditioned H-reflexes (e.g. for SOL: -5 279 ms vs. unconditioned H-reflexes, -4 ms vs. unconditioned H-reflexes, ...). The first significant 280 increase in the size of the conditioned H-reflexes from more negative to less negative ISIs 281 (i.e. for SOL: -5 ms, -4 ms, -3 ms) was denoted early facilitation (p < 0.05 in one or both of 282 the aforementioned t-tests). Usually, the statistical result matches with the visual impression 283 of a sharp facilitation of mean conditioned H-reflexes at this ISI (early facilitation) and non-284 facilitated values at more negative ISIs. However, in 8 measurements the statistical tests 285 yielded no significant result. In these measurements, we denoted the early facilitation solely 286 based on visual inspection of the conditioned H-reflex plot (Taube et al. 2015a) . 287
The ISI denoted as early facilitation in the baseline condition (APPA experiments: 110% 288 RMT; SICI experiments: S2 stimulation) of each experiment was also taken as "early 289 facilitation" for the other conditions tested in the same experiment. For statistical comparison, 290 there is no benefit to denote the early facilitation also for the other conditions. It could even 291 be a disadvantage, as the denotation may contain an error, in case no statistical significance 292 can be reached. 293
Mean conditioned H-reflexes at each ISI were expressed as the percentage of the intra-294 individual reference H-reflex. The reference H-reflex was computed as the mean of the 295 unconditioned H-reflexes. 296 Finally, the referenced conditioned H-reflex curves of the subjects were aligned to the ISI of 297 the individual early facilitation. The ISIs in the "Results" section refer to this alignment, and 298 are consequently named EFD (delay with respect to the early facilitation in ms) rather than 299
ISI. 300
In summary, this normalization procedure described in the previous paragraphs contains 301 three steps: first, we determined the early facilitation for the baseline conditioning curve and 302 used this ISI as "early facilitation" also for the other conditions tested in the same 303 measurement. Second, we referenced the mean conditioned H-reflex at each ISI to the meanearly facilitation and named the ISI according to this alignment EFD (early facilitation delay) 306 to allow for statistical comparisons across subjects. 307 308
Statistics 309
All data sets showed normality and homogeneity, tested by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and 310 the Levene's test, respectively. 311
For referenced conditioned H-reflexes in the APPA_FCR and APPA_SOL experiments, we 312 performed a three-way repeated measures ANOVA for FCR and SOL separately with factors 313 COIL ORIENTATION (PA, AP), INTENSITY (110% RMT, 90% RMT) and EFD (EXP_SOL: 2 314
x 2 x 12; EXP_FCR: 2 x 2 x 12). For FCR, the factor EFD contained all intervals from EFD -2 315 ms to EFD +9 ms whereas for SOL the factor EFD encompassed all intervals from EFD -1 316 ms to EFD +10 ms. These were time intervals with no missing values from subjects. Missing 317 values in experiments APPA_FCR resulted in case the early facilitation occurred at a more 318 positive ISI than -2 ms. This was the case in one subject, displaying the early facilitation at 319 ISI -1 ms. Missing values in experiments APPA_SOL resulted in case the early facilitation 320 occurred at a more negative or positive ISI than -3 ms. This was the case in six subjects, 321 three subjects where the early facilitation occurred at ISI -4 ms and three subjects where the 322 early facilitation occurred at ISI -2 ms. 323
For referenced conditioned H-reflexes in the SICI_FCR and SICI_SOL experiments, we 324 performed two-way repeated measures ANOVAs for FCR and SOL separately with factors 325 TMS PULSE (S2 stimulation, S1 stimulation, SICI) and EFD (SICI_SOL: 2 x 10; SICI_FCR: 2 326 x 13). The factor EFD for FCR contained all intervals from EFD -2 ms to EFD +10 ms. For 327 SOL, the factor EFD encompassed all intervals from EFD 0 ms to EFD +9 ms. These were 328 time intervals with no missing values from subjects. Missing values in experiments SICI_SOL 329 resulted in case the early facilitation occurred at a more negative ISI than -4 ms or a more 330 positive ISI than -2 ms. This was the case in three subjects, one subject where the early 331 facilitation occurred at ISI -5 ms and two subjects where the early facilitation occurred at ISI -332 1 ms. 333 Paired Student's t-tests were performed for all other a-priori and post-hoc analyses. Results 334 obtained from multiple comparisons were corrected by the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure 335 (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995 
TMS conditioned H-reflexes 344
Results from ANOVAs (Table 2) 
MEP amplitude 362
In FCR and SOL, the amplitude of MEPs evoked at 110% RMT did not differ between PA 363 and AP stimulation (t-tests FCR: p = 0.56; SOL: p = 0.53). The EMG level was significantly 364 smaller at 90% RMT compared to 110% RMT in FCR (t-tests PA: p < 0.001; AP: p < 0.001) 365
and SOL (t-tests PA: p < 0.01; AP: p < 0.001). In fact, subthreshold TMS at 90% RMT 366 produced no MEP (Figure 4) . 
TMS conditioned H-reflexes 379
Results from ANOVAs (Table 2) -The effects of SICI were different in SOL. At EFD +1 ms, H-reflexes tended to be-In FCR and SOL, S1 stimulation produced smaller H-reflex facilitation than S2 388 stimulation. It is noteworthy that the conditioning S1 pulse given alone facilitated H-389 reflexes in some subjects. 390
391
MEP amplitude 392
In FCR and SOL, MEPs were different between tested conditions. The SICI MEP was 393 smaller than the MEP with S2 stimulation (Student's t-test FCR: p < 0.001; SOL: p < 0.001). 394 S1 stimulation did not produce a MEP (Figure 6) . -In SOL, the reduction in H-reflex facilitation started earlier than in FCR, at EFD +2 422 ms. Interestingly, we also observed facilitation of H-reflexes by SICI, at the late time 423 point EFD +8 ms, and a trend towards a facilitation at EFD +1 ms. 424 -The subthreshold conditioning S1 pulse given alone facilitated H-reflexes, suggesting 425 that it can induce descending activity even at a mean intensity of around 70% RMT. to these findings, at low TMS intensity we would expect the earliest facilitation of H-reflexes, 439 which has been considered to be generated by transsynaptic activation of fast conducting 440 corticospinal output neurons (Nielsen et al. 1995; Nielsen et al. 1993) , to be smaller with AP 441 compared to PA stimulation. We would expect this effect because early descendingwould expect higher intensity AP stimulation to facilitate H-reflexes even earlier than the 444 facilitation from the I1-wave, compatible with H-reflex facilitation from a D-wave. Indeed, our 445 results confirm these hypotheses. AP stimulation produced less H-reflex facilitation than PA 446 TMS at EFD 0 ms. Further, AP stimulation at 110% RMT facilitated H-reflexes at EFD -1 ms 447 compared to AP stimulation with 90% RMT and PA stimulation. Regarding the latter result, 448 future studies may additionally apply TMS with latero-medial (LM) current flow to investigate 449 the contribution of D-waves in more detail (Di Lazzaro et al. 2001c) . 450
Interestingly, we saw these effects only in FCR but not in SOL. This difference between 451 muscles may be caused by the anatomy of the arm and leg regions of the motor cortex. In 452 the arm area, neural elements may exist that are more sensitive to the AP/PA direction of 453 stimulus current. If the same elements exist in the leg area, then their orientation may be 454 different, perhaps because they are positioned within the bank of the longitudinal fissure 455 rather than exposed on the lateral surface of the brain. 456
457
Another difference between the two muscles we observed was that only in SOL higher TMS 458 intensity did not increase H-reflex facilitation at later time intervals albeit facilitation was 459 increased at early intervals. This finding suggests that H-reflex facilitation at early and later 460 time intervals is produced by different mechanisms. We will refer to this issue again in the 461 following paragraph. at EFD +1 ms (only trend) and at later time intervals (significant difference at EFDs +8). The 478 unexpected facilitation of H-reflexes at EFD +1 ms with SICI may result from a spinal effect. 479
Effects at EFD +1 ms can be prone to disynaptic reciprocal inhibition from TA interneurons, 480 acting depressive at SOL spinal motoneurones (Cowan et al. 1986 ). In the SICI condition, 481 the S1 pulse is applied 2.5 ms before S2. Thus, at EFD +1 ms in the SICI condition, to 482 estimate the contribution from the S1 pulse we have to look at EFD +3.5 ms. As we can see 483 in Figure 5 , the S1 pulse given alone facilitates H-reflexes at EFDs +3 and +4 ms. Thus, the 484 S1 effect in the SICI condition at EFD +1 ms is presumably facilitatory. The S1 pulse in the 485 SICI condition may counteract the depression from reciprocal inhibition at EFD +1 ms, and 486 this would appear like a higher facilitation of conditioned H-reflexes as shown in Figure 5 . In 487 contrast to EFD +1 ms, we have no mechanistic explanation for the strengthened facilitation 488 at EFDs +8. However, this finding together with our findings about the differential effect on H-489 reflex facilitation by changes in TMS intensity (APPA experiments) support different 490 underlying mechanisms of early and later H-reflex facilitation in SOL. Clearly, future studies 491 should investigate the origin of H-reflex facilitation at early and later time intervals in SOL in 492 more detail. 493
494
Subthreshold TMS can trigger descending activity 495
We observed that stimulation with 90% RMT in the APPA experiments and S1 stimulation in 496 SICI experiments induced descending activity. Thus, the subthreshold pulse was not truly 497 subthreshold for evoking subcortical activity. This finding is not surprising, as several studies 498 before emphasized that TMS not producing a compound potential is nevertheless capable ofinducing significant downstream activity (Day et al. 1989; Nielsen et al. 1993 ; van der Linden 500 and Bruggeman 1993). Concerning the results of the present study, the finding of 501 descending activity induced by the S1 pulse in the SICI experiments does of course not 502 indicate that SICI effects are spinal, but they do mean that the effects are not necessarily 503 purely cortical. Thus, the possibility of a spinal origin should be considered when interpreting 504 e.g. treatment/training-induced changes of SICI. Certainly, effects at some EFDs in our study 505 are more likely to have a strong cortical component. For instance, the reduction of H-reflex 506 facilitation at EFD +3 ms in FCR is likely to be of cortical origin, simply because S1 alone 507 triggers a facilitation at the spinal level which is opposite to the reduced facilitation seen 508 when combining S1 and S2. 509
One may think that the higher the S1 intensity relative to RMT the more likely it is that S1 510 induces downstream activity. However, this was not the case, there was no correlation 511 between the two measures (data not shown in this manuscript). The practical result is that 512 the estimate of whether subcortical activity is induced by S1 cannot be based on the 513 stimulation intensity alone. Potential effects have to be measured. 514
515
Limitations 516
When corticospinal contributions to recruitment of spinal motoneurones are assessed with H-517 reflexes, a significant limitation is the potential influence of other spinal circuits. We 518 discussed this for SOL in the previous paragraphs, but spinal mechanisms could of course 519 also contribute to changes in H-reflex facilitation in FCR. For instance, presynaptic inhibition 520 of Ia afferents was shown to be modulated in FCR by descending activity from TMS (Meunier 521 1999). TMS was reported to increase presynaptic inhibition in FCR, and to decrease 522 presynaptic inhibition in SOL (Meunier and Pierrot-Deseilligny 1998). Further, the strength of 523 depression of spinal motoneurone activity from Ib afferents can be changed by descending 524 input and thus modulate the H-reflex size. The H-reflex is not truly a monosynaptic response 525 produced by Ia afferent input but may involve contribution from Ib afferents, depending onDeseilligny and Burke 2005). Strong descending activity can interact with strong group I 528 inhibitory activity and reduce spinal inhibition, thus increase the H-reflex size (Iles and Pisini 529
1992; Lundberg and Voorhoeve 1962). Such spinal effects (changes in presynaptic inhibition, 530
Ib inhibition) could contribute to the time course of H-reflex facilitation in response to the TMS 531 test pulse. In fact, out of the main results of the present study in FCR, the reduced facilitation 532 of H-reflexes with SICI at EFD +3 ms could be explained by a spinal effect, caused by 533 increased presynaptic inhibition from the conditioning (S1) pulse (Meunier and Pierrot-534 Deseilligny 1998). It takes several milliseconds from the arrival of the descending volley at 535 the spinal level to change presynaptic inhibition (Meunier and Pierrot-Deseilligny 1998) , and 536 thus the S1 pulse is suitable as it arrives some milliseconds earlier at the spinal level than 537 the S2 pulse. However, this would require that S1 causes a depression of the H-reflex prior 538 to and/or at the time when the depression with SICI occurs, i.e. at and/or before interval EFD 539 +5.5 ms in the S1 condition in the present experiments. As can be seen from Figure 5 , there 540 is no such a depression from the S1 pulse. Thus, in the present experiments, spinal 541 mechanisms could potentially bias but are unlikely to explain main results obtained in FCR. 542
The timing of effects in H-reflexes fits very accurately to the timing of effects found with direct 543 recordings at the spinal cord. D-and I-waves measured at the spinal level are not influenced 544 by spinal mechanisms that we discussed, and thus our results are assumed to be 545 significantly caused by cortical origin. 546
Another issue that needs also to be considered when mechanistically interpreting effects is 547 the potential contribution from propriospinal neurons to recruitment of spinal motoneurones. 548 TMS may excite the propriospinal system (Mazevet et al. 1996; Pauvert et al. 1998) , and this 549 can interfere with the contribution from cortically-generated D-and I-waves to facilitation of 550 H-reflexes. 551 552
Conclusions 553
Altogether, our results indicate that in FCR, conditioning of H-reflexes with TMS can be a 554 this method is not so useful, as H-reflex facilitation appears to be more strongly influenced by 556 spinal circuits. Furthermore, our results indicate that in SOL, mechanisms underlying H-reflex 557 facilitation are different at later time intervals compared to earlier time intervals. Finally, our 558 results confirm that a TMS pulse subthreshold for triggering a FCR and SOL compound 559 potential may still be able to induce significant subcortical activity. an MEP when applied above threshold intensity, PNS generated a H-reflex. TMS (with 668 stimulation intensities above (110% RMT) and below (90% RMT) threshold intensity) 669 combined with PNS produced a conditioned H-reflex. Note the higher peak-to-peak 670 amplitudes of conditioned H-reflexes as compared to the unconditioned H-reflex. Part C of 671 the figure displays the three stimulation conditions applied in the SICI experiments. Note that 672 the vertical bars indicate the relative instants when the stimuli were triggered. The charts 673 illustrate testing at ISI -3 ms. For SICI, the delay between the S1 pulse and the S2 pulse was 674 kept constant (2.5 ms) throughout the stimulations. Interactions:
760
TMS PULSE x EFD F 24,360 = 9.1, p < 0.001 
